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ABSTRACT We critique the typical use of visual aids at political science conferences and
make suggestions about more effective ways to incorporate them into presentations. Our
main suggestions are that political scientists should use fewer and simpler slides, and that
those slides should contain visually rich information that illustrates a speaker’s point with-
out distracting the audience from his or her words.

In April 2010, the New York Times published an exposé
about PowerPoint use in the U.S. military (Bumiller 2010).
The article was not complimentary. What emerged over
its course was a culture of overreliance on visual aids, which
were used almost as a substitute for oral briefings, cou-

pled with user-unfriendly and sometimes farcically overcompli-
cated use of the medium. Junior officers were dismissively referred
to as “PowerPoint Rangers” as a result of all the time they spent
creating presentations, while the senior officers forced to endure
those same presentations complained of not learning anything
from them. One now infamous flowchart slide about the path to
victory in Afghanistan was likened to a bowl of spaghetti.

Some business consulting firms and design professionals are
now pushing back against this trend of “death-by-PowerPoint.”
These firms emphasize clean, simple visual aids that serve to
reinforce, not replicate or replace, the oral points a speaker is mak-
ing. Clutter, including wordy bullet points, most animation, and
complex backgrounds, is frowned upon. Instead, muted and uni-
form slides serve as the backdrop to visually rich content that
supports a speaker’s oral point. “Design the content, not the page”
is a common refrain. Perhaps the most influential proponent of
this more minimalist, supporting-actor role for visual aids is the
consulting firm McKinsey. Other helpful and less monolithic cases
that have been made for this viewpoint can be found in The Visual
Display of Quantitative Information (Tufte 2001), Presentation Zen
(Reynolds 2008), and slide:ology (Duarte 2008).

Unfortunately for political scientists, the visual aids on show
at our professional conferences have much in common with those

used by the U.S. Army. Our presentations are increasingly made
using software like PowerPoint, and they are jammed full of wordy
bullet points, indecipherable equations, and unhelpful tables of
empirical data that look like train schedules. We typically have
too many slides for the time available, and the relationship between
the slides and the talk is poorly thought out. In many cases, our
visual aids stand as a barrier between the presenter and the audi-
ence, serving to distract and complicate rather than illustrate and
clarify.

The nature of our enterprise is such that we likely cannot emu-
late the McKinsey-style mantras of the business consulting world.
Three-words-per-bullet-and-three-bullets-per-slide is too stark for
our purposes. But we can and should become less like the Army
and its visual bowls of spaghetti. A move in this direction would
be a mark of presenters’ respect for their audiences.

In this article, we discuss and illustrate an effective slide pre-
sentation for a conference audience and contrast it with a number
of less effective techniques that are commonly seen at profes-
sional meetings. This article is written as a complement to our
other article on professional political science presentations, “Ver-
bal Sticks and Rhetorical Stones: Improving Conference Presen-
tations in Political Science,” also printed in this issue of PS.

The subject of our hypothetical presentation is George Tsebe-
lis’ 2002 book Veto Players, selected because of its rich theoretical
and empirical content and its relatively broad familiarity in polit-
ical science. None of the slides we show, however, were produced
by Professor Tsebelis. Instead, we have created these slides as illus-
trations of good, bad, and common practices at our large meetings.

In the following slide presentation, we have concentrated on
content rather than slide design or animation. Put simply, com-
plex slide design and slide transition (i.e., animation) are ill-
advised, because they distract the audience from the point a
presenter is making and usually offer the audience nothing in
return. For every series of animated bullet points that flies in at
exactly the right moment, attracting mild transient admiration
from the audience, there are 50 such series that fly in at the wrong
moment or not at all, prompting presenters to waste everybody’s
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time with sentences like: “Okay, so I said that, and also that, and
that. Oh, here we are. Wait, it disappeared! How do I go back?”

A BRIEF NOTE ON TIMING

Based on our experience viewing political science presentations,
in this article, we assume that presenters want to emphasize either
their substantive theory or their empirical results, and that they
want to spend around half their allotted time on this element of
the presentation. Time estimates in the rest of this article flow
from this presumption. In “Verbal Sticks and Rhetorical Stones,”
we discuss in more detail why this structure is a good one, and
what presenters might do if their presentation’s focus lies else-
where (e.g., on a statistical method or data source).

OPENING THE TALK

The presenter’s goal at the start of a conference presentation is to
familiarize the audience with the goals of the paper, as well as the
literature on which it draws. In a typical 15-minute presentation,
a presenter has a maximum of four minutes to achieve both of
these goals. By the end of the four minutes, the audience mem-
bers should have decided: “This is potentially interesting. I will
stay attentive through the rest of this talk.” Securing the audience’s
attention is not an easy feat, as conference attendees have many
competing demands on their time and energy. Even if people are
physically present at a conference session, there is no guarantee
that they are paying close, careful attention to all the presenta-
tions they attend. They need to be wooed.

Given the tight time frame, the number of slides that a pre-
senter uses should be minimal at the start of a talk, and the
audience’s focus should be directed toward the speaker. One effec-
tive strategy is to tell the audience a story:

Some aspect of the political world is puzzling, and getting an answer
is important. Some political scientists thought they had found the
answer in earlier work. They thought the answer was X. But their
work cannot fully explain the puzzle we care about, because of wrin-
kle Y. In this paper, I propose Z as an improvement on the earlier
answers, getting us closer to solving this puzzle.

Telling this kind of story requires very little in the way of visual
aids, mainly because any visual aids that would be relevant to this
part of the talk are likely to be replicating the presenter’s words
rather than adding to them. A title slide, one slide on the existing
literature, and one slide illustrating a major contribution is plenty.
Some presenters are able to tell the story with even fewer visuals.

Title Slides
Title slides are more valuable than they might appear. These
slides are often shown for about 10 seconds while the author
agrees with the chair about the title of the paper, and they are
then replaced, often by a “plan for the talk” slide. While longer
format talks such as job talks or lectures do benefit from a slide
that outlines the direction of the talk for the audience, a 15-minute
presentation likely does not require a formal guide. Instead, pre-
senters could consider telling their story while keeping the title
slide on the screen longer. This strategy can assist the presenter,
because the lack of a new slide helps audience members’ focus
stay on the individual and his or her story, and because anyone
in the audience whose interest is sparked immediately or who
comes in late has easy access to the talk’s title and the presenter’s
name. Care should be taken to only include the most important
information (talk title, presenter name, presenter affiliation) on

the slide. The audience already knows that they are at the APSA
conference in Washington, DC, and that the date is September
2000. Nor does the audience need a full mailing address. Includ-
ing unnecessary information is one of many problems that results
from simply replicating a page of the written paper and placing
it in a presentation—a disturbingly common practice, particu-
larly for title slides and in empirical sections. Furthermore, pdf
replications are almost impossible to read from more than six
feet away, meaning that they are devoid of any usefulness to the
audience.

Slides on the Literature
Slides on the literature should focus on substance and be sparse.
The aim of the slide is to familiarize the audience with the struc-
ture of the presenter’s take on the literature, not with the critique’s
detailed content. In this way, the slide acts as a map for the audi-
ence, helping them follow along with the verbal critique. The com-
mon practice of lifting complete sentences from the paper into
the slides, which is especially prevalent in sections concerning
literature review, is not helpful. This practice is illustrated in “less
effective” slide 3 of figure 1. Complete sentences do not allow view-
ers to see the review. Instead, they have to read it, which takes
their attention away from the presenter. If a sentence is beautiful,
then it may belong in the talk. But very few of our sentences are
so beautiful as to be visually beautiful.

In our view, the common practice of listing various citations in
these slides is also unhelpful. They cause clutter, making it harder
for listeners to follow along with the presentation, and the audi-
ence generally gains nothing from their inclusion. If a member of
the audience is already familiar with the literature under discus-
sion, then he or she already knows the names of the touchstones,
making their inclusion superfluous. If an audience member is not
familiar with the literature, then including the names does not
help him or her to follow the presenter’s logic.

There are sometimes exceptions to this advice. If a presenter is
delivering a paper entitled “The Con in Consociationalism: Why
Arend Lijphart Cannot Predict the Present” or “Plus-a-Half? The
Erroneous Dimensionality of Poole and Rosenthal,” then it may
be beneficial to spend more time familiarizing the audience with
the single work under critique. However, most political science
presentations are about entire classes of literature and political
action, which mandates a stripped-down approach to the litera-
ture. A single literature review slide can outline a simple research
area or question that the relevant literature covers, such as “veto
players,” “the democratic peace,” or “Do campaigns matter?” This
slide should include an extremely brief bullet point summarizing
what the literature cumulatively says and a similarly brief talking
point on where the literature currently falls short.

Slides Previewing the Main Contribution
These slides offer the presenters’ first chance to suggest a one-
point summary of the talk to the audience. After the presenta-
tion is over, audience members should be able to easily recall:
“This person said that the answer to puzzle A was B, for reason
C.” Formulating that sentence for the audience increases the
likelihood of this kind of recall, because it is no longer depen-
dent on audience members’ individual initiative to think through
and summarize the talk for themselves. This slide should there-
fore make two—and only two—points: What is the proposed
answer to the puzzle? What is the dominant reason that this
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answer is preferable to others? This initial statement of the broad
finding is an area in which replication of the paper’s text or over-
complication of the proposed answer frequently harms presenta-
tions. Preview slides are not the place for nuance. Simplicity is
emphasis.

PRESENTING A THEORY
In a 15-minute presentation, the theoretical argument may take
between two and eight minutes to explain, depending on whether
the focus of the paper is theory or evidence. Visual aids can play
an important role in this section of the talk, as they help the

F i g u r e 1
Slides for the Opening of a Talk
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presenter illustrate a theoretical argument, often using flow charts
or diagrams.

Most cutting-edge theoretical arguments in political science
are complicated, given that the simple answers have already been
proposed, tested, and built upon. These complicated arguments
take authors months to create and weeks to write down. A reader
usually does not fully absorb a nuanced, complex theory in one
sitting. Understanding a theory in written form takes hours, espe-
cially if it is heavily reliant on formal modeling. Given all this
complexity, it is virtually impossible to verbally explain a theory
in all its glory in two to eight minutes to an audience that has not
heard it before and cannot easily rewind to the parts they do not
immediately understand. Many presenters are rightly proud of
their theories and seek to achieve this improbable goal. When
they do not accomplish it, however, they pay a heavy price, because
their theoretical work is (often unjustly) dismissed by audience
members as “confusing,” “a mess,” or “incomplete.”

Inaconferencepresentation, theoreticaldiscussionsshouldhave
two goals. First, the audience needs to become aware in very gen-
eral terms about some predictions the theory makes and how it
arrives at them. Second, the audience should come to broadly under-
stand what makes this theory different and better than earlier theo-
ries on related subjects.We advise presenters to discard most or all
of the technical information in their theory and concentrate on the
theory’s intuition and mechanism in their most rudimentary forms.
Attempting to move an audience beyond this basic level of under-
standing in the time available is a fraught enterprise.

It is unreasonable, for example, to expect an audience to under-
stand complex mathematical models of politics after one brief
viewing of the formula. Even if the formula were physically read-
able from 30 feet away (which many are not), gaining this under-
standing is too difficult a cognitive challenge for the average
conference participant, particularly when new concepts are
involved or the model has more than one moving part.

Given that the audience will likely not follow a presentation of
this type, presenters should normally avoid including complex
equations in their slides. Many audience members will at least
attempt to make sense of the equation, despite the small sub-
scripts and large distance from the screen. This effort distracts
them from the talk, and they will, in all likelihood, ultimately not
be able to comprehend the equation by the time the presenter has
moved on to the next slide. This failure leaves them both dis-
tracted and unclear about what just happened in the talk.

Some may feel that presenting these formulas does serve an
important purpose—namely, to show that the presenter can back
oral theoretical claims with rigorous technical analysis. If the rig-
orous technical analysis is presented with absolute clarity, it can
indeed serve this purpose. But, as discussed previously, that clarity
is exceptionally difficult to attain when presenting technical mate-
rial in just a few minutes. A comment often heard at conferences is:
“The authors were really teched-up, but I’m not sure what they were
ultimately trying to say.” That is not a compliment. A small num-
ber of our colleagues are able to be entirely clear in their presenta-
tion of very technical material, but for the rest of us, it is better to be
clear than technical. If presenters are clear, then they may induce
some audience members to read their written work, which is where
technical competence and flair really shine.

Instead, diagrams and flow charts can help an audience follow
along with a presentation without distracting or losing them. These
pictorials are visually interesting in a way that equations are not.

Every game theoretic model has an extensive form or a 2 × 2 table,
every agent-based model has a series of decision nodes, and every
formal argument has a series of propositions and conditions.

In the Veto Players example, in the “more effective” slides 4
and 5 of figure 2, we present the intuition of the veto players theory
using one relatively simple spatial diagram that shows how three
veto players might think about policy in two dimensions. The
presenter can talk the audience through how the theory operates
and describe how it reaches its primary conclusion (i.e., more veto
players or more distant veto players lead to more policy stability)
using only this diagram and his or her arms, as if he or she were a
weather presenter. In this way, the audience comes to understand
something of the theory and is never distracted from the talk itself.
By contrast, if a presenter tries to advance the veto players pre-
sentation to present every moving part in a second diagram, the
probability of losing audience members increases dramatically.
(As a thought experiment, look at the “less effective” slide 6 in
figure 2 and attempt to complete the following paragraph in less
than 30 seconds: “As you can see on the slide . . .”) Other errors in
the “less effective” slides depicted in figure 2 include lifting of
complete sentences from the text, trying to explain the minutiae
of a theory in a few minutes, depicting overly complex diagrams,
and superfluously reproducing the formula for a circle.

This last element is caricatured, but plenty of presentations
at professional meetings show far more complex formulas to
visually support discussions about equilibrium concepts and
regression techniques in which the formula is equally as unnec-
essary and equally as distracting. For most panels, presenting for-
mulas makes a presentation worse, not better.

As always, however, there are some exceptions to this advice.
Refusing to show formulas while presenting papers on panels such
as “Election Forensic Techniques Revealed” or “Bayesian Equilib-
rium Concepts Redux” is likely a mistake. In addition, some theo-
retical or empirical models are not often used in political science
and may therefore need to be discussed in a talk when the pre-
senter has used them in his or her argument. In these circum-
stances, it is imperative that presenters make sure their audience
can actually see the formula being discussed—an unreadable for-
mula is a waste of time, even if it is substantively appropriate.
This may require showing only the most important or novel part
of a formula rather than the whole thing.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

Depending on the focus of the work, an empirical analysis section
of a conference presentation might run anywhere from two to
eight minutes. As with the presentation of theories discussed pre-
viously, a presenter’s empirical analyses will almost always need
to be simplified to present them effectively in this timeframe. If a
paper uses both a rich original data source and technically sophis-
ticated analyses, then the presenter should concentrate on only
one of those elements during the talk and present the other only
in passing.

Presenters of empirical work should have either two or three
goals in mind as they craft their talk and slides. Two elements that
all empiricists need to address are: (1) what their analyses com-
prise, and (2) whether their analyses are broadly consistent with
their expectations. A third element that only some presenters—
usually those whose focus is deeply empirical—will address is what
makes their analyses better than earlier empirical work in the field.
Any material that is irrelevant or only marginally relevant to these
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two or three questions needs to be discarded, lest the presenter find
him or herself with only two minutes of remaining time in which
to present 10 minutes of material.

For many presenters, a description of the structure of the anal-
ysis should take only one slide and one to two minutes. Most

political science papers use data collected by somebody else,
sometimes supplemented with one or two new variables, and
analytical techniques that have been well established by others.
An audience gains little from hearing about these data and
techniques in detail, because the level of detail is unnecessary

F i g u r e 2
Theory Section Slides
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for audience members already familiar with the data and insuf-
ficient for unfamiliar audience members to build an adequate
understanding. Instead, presenters should briefly note the
data and techniques they are using, pausing to mention only
those areas in which their use of the data or techniques is new or

novel. A slide in this area need only consist of a few simple
bullet points.

We do stress, however, that papers that do include either major
new data collection or a significant analytical advance should
emphasize these facets much more than we have recommended

F i g u r e 2 ( C o n t i n u e d )
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here. These presenters should remember that some other aspect
of the paper will need to be glossed over as a result. When prepar-
ing this kind of presentation, presenters should be careful to make
their presentation as broadly understandable and relevant as
possible.

Current practices in empirical visual aids do not serve present-
ers well, as they often serve to confuse audience members and
distract them from the point of the talk. One very common prac-
tice is to replicate on a slide a table of regression results drawn
from the paper. This is unhelpful for three reasons:

F i g u r e 3
Empirical Section Slides
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1. These slides are, almost without exception, unreadable beyond
the first row, meaning that much of the audience has no way of
following the “as you can see in the table” discussion of the
results.

2. These slides normally invite or even require audience mem-
bers to concentrate on the slide instead of the talk for an
extended period in order to find the variables of interest and
estimate their statistical significance by dividing coefficients
by their standard errors or interpreting a regime of stars. This
problem of misdirected focus becomes substantially worse when
the presentation involves regression models including more
than one variable of interest, such as interactive models, or
more than one way of interpreting the variable of interest, such
as sets of estimations with multiple dependent variables.

3. The slides often include large quantities of information that
are only marginally relevant to the research question at hand.
Presenting all the control variables from a survey-based regres-
sion, for example, does little to help explain whether the vari-
able “South” affects the dependent variable, but does a lot to
distract the audience from the presenter’s point. There are plenty
of ways to tell the audience why the analyses are trustworthy.

For these reasons, these slides should usually be avoided in
presentations, but the presenter should make them available in
case a question arises during the question and answer period.
Where regression results on variables other than the main vari-
able of interest are helpful to a substantive point, presenters should
note the performance of their control variables or diagnostics in
their oral presentation. Mentioning these control variables orally
will also help audience members decide whether they trust the
analysis.

Instead of depicting all of their models in their entirety, pre-
senters should either show an excerpt from one or two regression
models that include only variables of interest and key diagnostics
or show elements of the regression results in graphical form. In
the Veto Players example, in figure 3, “more effective” slides 7–9,
we illustrate this second option using a number of different tech-
niques, most commonly involving various plots of t-ratios. Raw
scatterplots can also be very helpful, as can the graphical method
for illustrating multiplicative regressions that Brambor, Clark, and
Golder (2006) recommend. Readers might contrast the ease of
interpreting the horizontal bar chart in figure 3 (“more effective”
slide 9) with the ease of interpreting the table of regression results
beside it (“less effective” slide 12). These slides depict the same
data analyses, but the bar chart reveals the tenor of the results to
a reader far faster than do the regression results, allowing audi-
ence members’ attention to return to the speaker much more
quickly. Edward Tufte’s (2001) work on visualizing statistical infor-
mation provides a multitude of helpful examples in this area.

CLOSING REMARKS

If a presenter has already established the presence of a puzzle in
the political world, proposed an answer to the puzzle in a clear
and straightforward manner, and shown evidence that this answer
is correct, concluding should be easy. In a 15-minute presentation,
the conclusion should take no more than three minutes, often
less, and should require only one slide. The broad points that a
speaker may want to make, each of which attracts one bullet point
in a slide, are:

1. Repeat the main take-home point of the presentation. What, in
the speaker’s mind, should the audience have gathered from
the presentation? Remember that the audience does not have
the capacity to remember entire presentations, so this take-
home message needs to have one or possibly two points.

2. Briefly recap the way in which the paper being presented arrives
at its main conclusion. Remind the audience of the logic of the
theory and the power of the evidence.

3. Address residual concerns. Is there a large remaining issue that
hurts the credibility of the paper’s findings? If so, it is better to
own up during the presentation and spend the Q&A discuss-
ing how to fix it than to stay quiet in the presentation and
endure multiple questioners pointing out a problem that the
presenter had already diagnosed.

4. Outline where future research can go from here. What does the
presenter think is the next step in this research agenda? Pre-
senters should move in a more expansive direction rather than
simply calling for more research.

This final section is mainly about closing off the narrative of the
talk. The closing remarks may not even need a slide at all, because
the added value in this part of the presentation comes from the
speaker’s words. If the final slide from the previous section is com-
plicated or very interesting, however, its continued presence could
distract an audience from the presenter’s wrap-up, which is a good
reason to replace it with a simple concluding slide.

CONCLUSION: AN IMMINENT DEATH FOR
“DEATH-BY-POWERPOINT?”

Our advice leads to visual presentations that are simpler and more
visual, and support rather than distract from a speaker’s oral points.
These presentations contain far fewer slides than are generally
seen at our conferences. Our Veto Players presentation is 10 slides
long, and we advise presenters to consider this length a maxi-
mum for a 15-minute presentation.

Some may object that these presentations are too simplistic
and minimalist for a meeting of like-minded professionals. They
are not. These presentations cover all the bases of a good profes-
sional talk, including defining and defending a research problem
contextualized in an existing literature, laying out a new theory in
broad strokes and understandable terms, and proposing and eval-
uating empirical tests of that theory. Furthermore, this approach
fulfills all these goals in a manner designed to accentuate the
enthusiasm and flair of the presenter, not to replace it. That is not
bad for 15 minutes. �
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